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CHECK IN TO THE NETS

Wednesday 2 Meter Wednesday 10 Meter

8:30PM on 145.310 MHz 9:00PM on 28.470 MHz

The eQRM is a publication of the Beaver Valley Amateur Radio Association (BVARA) and is Copyright 2010  2015.
All material presented in this publication is not necessarily the views of the American Radio Relay League (ARRL),
BVARA, or members of the said organizations. If you would like to contact the editor of the eQRM, please email
David at kc3bxc.73@gmail.com. Please visit us online at www.W3SGJ.org. To subscribe to our newsletter, please
visit W3SGJ.org/newsletter.php
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Bulletins Hamfests & General Announcements

Looks like all the Hamfests in our Western Pennsylvania area are over till next year.
Now we turn our interests to using the treasures we purchased at the Hamfests we did
attend. The days are shorter now, when it is cold and dark outside, it's time to get on the
air. Hopefully during the warmer weather you got that antenna and radio ready for
your use. As winter comes we will experience some radio calamity and collect other
stories to share with friends at next year’s Hamfests.

73 Hamfests 'til next year.

I don't want to hear this either!
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BVARA Club feature
presentation this Month:

Speaker : Rich Soltesz K3SOM

Topic : Antennas and the Sark – 110 Vector Analyzer

Including : Continuing with our BVARA Presentation Series this year, our topic this month takes a look at
an interesting tool for hams that was introduced at the 2015 Dayton Hamvention and also reviewed by QST
in the November 2015 issue. This is a serious vectorimpedance antenna analyzer that is loaded with many
capabilities and each with significant accuracy for your antenna measurement needs. Measuring a mere 3.9
x 2.4 x 0.6 inches and equipped with an internal rechargeable LiPo battery, this analyzer can easily operate
wherever you need it.

Do you also need an accurate signal generator with 1 Hz resolution or a time domain reflectometer to find
that bad spot in your coax or connectors? What about multiband displays to adjust that multiband antenna?
Are you into traps? No, not the beaver or muskrat kind! Want a detailed graph or data points for your
archives or presentations? But wait, there’s more: we’ll run some actual numbers with our specially
designed balanced dipole to show off some of the Sark 110 capabilities. You may even come away
thinking: “It’s about time someone designed what I really need!” This is one exciting presentation you
won’t want to miss!

Rich’s Background:
Extra Class Ham, Licensed since 1962, VE,
B.S. Electrical Engineering

This Month

Photo of the SARK  110

Courtesy of Melchor Varela  EA4FRB

TwoMeter Ringo Ranger SWR and Impedance Measurements
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VE TEST SESSION

Beaver County Emergency Services Center

351 14th Street

Ambridge, PA 15003

Tests begin 5PM Thursday, November 12th (walkins allowed).

All classes of amateur radio license tests will be administered.

Thursday Morning Breakfast
The BVARA meets every Thursday at Steak 'n Shake in
Center Township, by the Beaver Valley Mall, at 10:00 AM.
All area amateurs are encouraged to come join us at our
Thursday morning breakfast.

More this Month

ALL candidates MUST bring ALL of the following:

1. 2 forms of I.D.  one MUST be a photo I.D.
2. A pencil AND a pen with blue or black ink.
3. The original AND a photocopy of any valid ham license.
4. The original AND a photocopy of any C.S.C.E.
5. The test fee of $15  cash, check, or money order.

For more information, contact :
Rich Soltesz, K3SOM
(724) 8470610
k3som@arrl.net

WEEKLY

See you at
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Propagation Charts From theARRL

RACES / ARES
eQRM Urges All County Hams to Participate
As a matter of editorial opinion, the eQRM urges all Beaver County
licensed amateurs to participate in the County’s RACES and ARES
programs.
Any Beaver County Amateur that is interested in participating in
the RACES/ARES programs can do so by checking into the Beaver
County Public Service Net which meets every Monday evening at
8:30 PM local time on the N3TN 146.850 MHz repeater (131.8 PL)

PROPAGATION
The East Coast propagation chart listed above is for November 2015.
If you would like more information on how to read these charts, or for
more information on propagation in general, please visit
http://arrl.org/propagation
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Propagation

Be sure to check out the 10, 12, 15, and 17 meter bands in November for
some significant openings. See the propagation charts on Page six for local
times for specific areas. Hint: look at the graphs for a given geographic area
for any time of day where the graphs go above 30 MHz!
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New License and UpgradesBVARA VE Testing

The BVARA would like to congratulate and acknowledge:

• Frank Rocco  KC3BHP from Scottdale, PA passed the General Class exam

• Charlie Kulbacki, Jr.  KC3FNG from Sewickley, PA passed both his General and Extra Class exams

• Jim Miller from Sewickley, PA passed his Technician Class exam. His new call is KC3FRW
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Who WeAre

Membership Information and Club Officers

2015 BVARA OFFICERS
President: Jack Spencer, KZ3Z
Vice President: Dick Hanna, K3VYY
2ndVice Pres.: Rob Miller, N3OJL
Treasurer: Pam Spencer,W3PMS
Secretary: NormTrunick, K3NJT
Director: Bob Winkle, N3AZZ
Director: Jeff Waite, K3SLK
Trustee: Rich Soltesz, K3SOM

MONTHLY MEETINGS
EBoard meetings are now held the Saturday
before the monthly club meeting.
VE testing begins at 5:00.
Regular meetings are at 6:30.

All meetings are held at
Beaver County
Emergency Services Center
351 14th Street
Ambridge, PA 15003
on the second Thursday of every
month
(unless otherwise stated).

MEETING DATES 2015

Nov 12
Dec 06 Sunday 59 PM

Club Christmas Party

Jan 14 2016
Feb 11
Mar 10
Apr 14
May 12
Jun 09
Jul 14
Aug 11
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Membership Information



Technical Info
Radio Frequency Interference – A Different Perspective for the Ham

Chapter 2 – Finding External Noise Sources
Introduction :

Last month, Chapter 1 gave us an introduction to Radio Frequency Interference (RFI)
along with some basic definitions and terminology so that we can build on a common framework for this
and subsequent chapters. An important topic was a description of how undesirable signals travel, i.e.,
RFI. In truth, the signals from our transmitter try to travel via the same mechanisms so it is important that
we add ‘undesirable’ to our nomenclature because those signals are RFI to us and spoil our ability to hear
and communicate with others with weak signals. Let’s get started!

You are the detective
It’s time to put on your Sherlock Holmes deerstalker hat because

you must do some detective work to find the guilty parties. You will find many
more than one RFI source, so some preliminary data collection is important so
that a baseline can be established. With that baseline, improvements in the reduction of RFI will be much
easier to recognize. One method is to record the nosignal smeter level by band and by hour. Sometimes
the RFI is so obvious that this step seems like overkill. At the WACOM Hamfest one local ham told me
about how quiet the bands are at his location except for 15 meters. There his smeter is recording an
unusually high 10 dB over S9 across the entire band. He knows he has a severe RFI problem on that
band! When the bands are dead, that is a great time to find local sources of RFI.

Establish your priorities
RFI is usually strongest within your own home so the logical place to start is right in your

own back yard. Once you have an understanding of your baseline background levels by band and time of
day, now you can proceed along one of many paths. An easy way to determine if the noise level can be
significantly reduced is to find a way to power your radio from an independent power source like a 12
volt car battery. Remember, we don’t have to transmit; we are interested in reception so the power
requirements are much more modest for this technique. Find your worst noise source on the dial and then
kill the power to the whole house at the power distribution panel to the entire house. Seek qualified help
if you are uncomfortable with doing this. Did the noise go away? Are any of the bands quieter? Did
some of those annoying drifting buzzes also go away? Did
some repetitive birdies 5 to 30 KHz also go away? What about
those annoying repetitive clicks – are they now gone? If you
can answer “yes” to any of these, then now you know that the
noise is originating from within your home. Grab that
deerstalker hat and begin to turn the power back on, one circuit
at a time. By now you have a baseline reference and a new list
of specific RFI sources with a description of what it sounds
like and where on the bands it can be found. Now you can add
a column with the identity of the circuit breaker that contains
that noise source. If your RFI list contains over 10 entries, it’s
time to go after the worst offender and make that one the
highest priority.
Rich – K3SOM

Could Junior's Science Project be the source of some of your RFI problems?
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November is here!

photos from

Google images

Bits and Pieces

When was the last time you sharpened your mind. Education is always a good
thing. How about a class in electronics. What about learning Morse code, maybe
a class to just brush up your speed. Keeping your mind fed is important. If
learning isn’t your interest then how about sharing what you know.

What about teaching some subject you are well versed in? You
could volunteer to present a forum (lecture) at your next Club meeting. Share
your knowledge with other Hams. Could you explain how contesting works?
What is spotting and how could that help a new ham. You could show the new
Ham where to find software or a web site for spotting. Do you have a favorite
software package for logging and/or spotting? You could give a demonstration
on the logging software you use. How do you do QSL cards? Is there a simple
way to send and receive them? To a new Ham there are many basic things to
learn that you old pros take for granted. It’s all new to the person just starting
into Amateur Radio.

You know my
motto,in all your

radiopursuits think...
Safety! Safety!Safety!
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Radio Sport

 November 2015 Contest 

ARRL November Sweepstakes
Contest Period: Begins 2100 UTC Saturday and runs through 0259 UTC Monday.

Objective: For stations in the United States and Canada (including territories and possessions) to exchange
QSO

information with as many other US and Canadian stations as possible on 160, 80, 40, 20, 15 and 10 meter
bands.

CW: First full weekend in November (November 79 2015).

Phone: Third full weekend in November (November 2123, 2015).

EME Contest

Objective: To work as many amateur stations as possible via the earthmoonearth path on any authorized
amateur frequency above 50 MHz.

Full weekend 48hour periods (0000 UTC on Saturday through 2359 UTC Sunday).

50 to 1296 MHz  Nov 2829

For more information go to the ARRL web site with the Keywords: "contest calendar"

http://www.arrl.org/contestcalendar
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Radio Sport
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Some Interesting Links

Reddit Amateur Radio https://www.reddit.com/r/amateurradio/

Ham Radio School http://www.hamradioschool.com/

Ham Radio Practice tests http://aa9pw.com/

Makers Intro to Ham Radio http://makezine.com/2015/06/30/amakersintroductiontohamradio/

Ham Radio resources W5YI Group http://www.w5yi.org/page.php?id=3

Electronics Learning Site http://www.101science.com/basicelectronics.htm

Ham Radio site http://www.hamuniverse.com/

GPS information site http://gpsinformation.net/

Amateur Radio Newsline Report http://www.arnewsline.org/

Dr. Tamitha Skov Space Weather http://spaceweather.tv/category/amateurradioresources/
for Radio Amateurs

The Amateur's Code

CONSIDERATE ...never knowingly operates in such a way as to lessen the pleasure of others.

LOYAL ...offers loyalty, encouragement and support to other amateurs, local clubs, and the American Radio Relay League, through which

Amateur Radio in the United States is represented nationally and internationally.

PROGRESSIVE ...with knowledge abreast of science, a wellbuilt and efficient station and operation above reproach.

FRIENDLY ...slow and patient operating when requested; friendly advice and counsel to the beginner; kindly assistance, cooperation and

consideration for the interests of others. These are the hallmarks of the amateur spirit.

BALANCED ...radio is an avocation, never interfering with duties owed to family, job, school or community.

PATRIOTIC ...station and skill always ready for service to country and community.




